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mental perplexities. When such a view of sin prevailetl
no high virtue was possible, but at the same time that
moral degradation was equally unknown which follows
the loss of self-respect. After the introduction of law
crime could never again be thus lightly expiated and for-
gotten. By solemn trial and public punishment the
criminal was made conspicuously visible to his follow-
citizens, he was hold up to their criticism, and it became
part of their duty and of their education to halo him.
For them this was beneficial; but how did it operate on
the criminal himself? When the law was satisfied ami
the punishment inflicted, could ho rot urn to his former
estimation and rank in the community? Not so; beyond
the legal punishment another was inflicted of endless
duration and fatal severity. lie might be condemned to
line or imprisonment or exile, but in all cases he incurred
another sentence, in all cases ho. was condemned to a
place among the bad, to excommunication from the society
and league of the virtuous. A fatal prejudice rested upon
him for the future, a clinging suspicion oppressed him ;
crime was expected of him; his virtuous acts required
explanation; his endeavour after virtue was districted by
the good or passed unobserved by them ; he lived among
the bad, the bad were now the censors of his behaviour,
to their standard it was most expedient for him to conform*
And as a man's opinions are commonly those of the society
in which he lives, the criminal accepted in most cases the
ignominy as just, believed himself to bo incapable of virtue,
to be made for crime, and resolved at last to give the reins
to his nature. By this process the momentary lapse, the
human infirmity, from which the best have no exemption,
under the dreadful hands of law was converted into an

